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1.Ethical and aesthetic values Environmental education;
Any form of education from child to adult serves to
introduce and adopt the cultural goods of a society. It
serves to integrate the child into society and to enable
him or her to live in it independently and to develop it
further according to basic ethical convictions and rules in
the interest of the community. This process is often
described as socialization. In Germany, the basic rules are
laid down in the Basic Law, the constitution. Similar rules
are laid down in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union. The European Union is thus a union of
values based on respect for human dignity, freedom,
democracy, equality, the rule of law.
The protection of nature and the environment is an
ethical, moral and survival issue for humanity. It is about
Figure-1.1
nothing less than the preservation of the foundations of life and creation in general
and the ability to act together on a global scale and in harmony with nature. This is the
ethical basis of what we now call environmental education. The destruction of
nature, plants and species deprives many people and future generations of their
livelihoods.
This action should be economically sustainable, future-oriented and just on a global
scale, and ensure prosperity for all. The motto is: Do not live today at the expense of
tomorrow, and do not live here or at the expense of other regions. This applies above
all to air, soil, water, forests and vegetation, biodiversity and fossil fuels.
The situation becomes critical and problematic when resources are overused and
exploited for economic self-interest, when nothing is left for others.
An example from the 17th century is the threatening exploitation and loss of the
forest because too much wood was needed for the construction of (war) ships, mining
and heating (charcoal). Initially, logging was able to meet the demand. The camera
list and miner from Saxony realized that things could not go on like this. He travelled
through Europe and looked around in England and France, among others at Jean
Baptist Colbert, Louis XIV's ﬁnance minister. Back in Saxony, he drafted a far-reaching
regulation for forestry, which read: Only as many trees may be felled as will grow
back. From then on, this was the principle of "sustainable forestry" and is now
considered the origin of sustainable thinking for all sectors.
The conclusion: we recognize that environmental protection and environmental
education arose out of the emergence of an emergency, a crisis, an accident or even a
disaster. This was followed by an insight into action directed towards the future and
care.
For the forester or for society, it is part of the environmental-ethical self-image not to
completely clear the forest or to destroy it through threatening environmental
inﬂuences.
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Figure-1.3

Figure-1.2

The example of the tree and the forest is a particularly good way to illustrate the
ethical component of environmental education. A man plants a tree. He needs good
soil, a spade and water. At the same time, he thinks of the 60-80 years the tree needs
to grow up.
The caricature of the dying forest shows how the grandfather tries to justify himself to
his grandson, only suppressing his own guilt with the sentence "...if I had known".
The conclusions for environmental education are obvious: it is based on a triad of
knowledge, will and ability. This triad goes back to the old pedagogical insight of the
Swiss educationalist Pestalozzi, according to which learning must always take place in
harmony with head, heart and hand.
The grandfather who shows his grandson the destroyed forest should have known
that drought and car exhaust fumes are destroying the forest, he should have
developed the willingness and the will to forego the car, for example, and he should
have been physically and technically able to use another means of transport as a
substitute.

Figure-1.4
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Environmental education and environmental awareness as well as related behavior
are always integrated into a network of framework conditions of social, technicaleconomic and political developments and the resulting interactions. This necessarily
leads to a relativity of the importance and inﬂuence of environmental education,
because it only becomes signiﬁcant when the pressure or incentives from the other
sectors are great enough. In addition, the need for appropriately trained personnel
must be articulated. This is particularly evident in vocational education and training.
It should not be forgotten that science, education and awareness can exert
pressure, for example, on political actors. When students know something and are
convinced, they also campaign for environmental protection and corresponding
regulations on the part of those in power (Fridays for Future). Often it is only the tip of
a movement that gets the ball rolling.
The scientiﬁc discovery of nuclear ﬁssion has made it possible to release huge
amounts of energy or to convert it into electrical energy in an "environmentally
friendly" way. For many years, it
seemed scientiﬁcally and ethically
correct to educate the next
generation, the specialists and the
consumers in this direction. This
went well until the downside of
nuclear power was noticed,
namely the handling and disposal
of nuclear waste and the risk of
major accidents (GAU).

Figure-1.5

1.1.Environmental ethics and psychology;
As much as 95 % of what we do each day, that comes from habit. Changing habits
and normative cultures requires great eﬀort and much repetition and practice. One
lesson in environmental ethics is not nearly enough.
Attitudes towards the new are often negative, radically hostile. The new is fought
against because one wants to preserve the old, the familiar. People want to belong to
the majority that rejects the new. If, however, environmentally sound behavior can no
longer be circumvented, people remain defensive and, for example, only observe new
regulations to the extent that they can no longer be circumvented or can only be
circumvented with the threat of punishment. Those who are prepared to do more
than is absolutely necessary because of their inner convictions, who want to belong to
an avant-garde, later also to an environmentally friendly, educated, and ﬁnally also
well-earning "green" middle class, behave oﬀensively in terms of environmental
ethics.
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Figure-1.1.1
The following picture shows the elementary directions: social responsibility,
ecological compatibility, Economic Performance all on the basic of Global Challenges,
as the 17 global goals.
This results in conﬂicts, contradictions and power relations as a social reality.
And often we feel these interests within ourselves: we want to act in a socially
responsible way, will get as much economic beneﬁt for ourselves as possible and also
be mindful of nature. the result is antagonism and conﬂict. Within our own country
and the global earth, we habv to be responsible too.

Figure-1.1.2
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1.2.Consequences for the organization of environmental ethics teaching;
In school-based general education, it is mainly the case that environmental aspects
are (should be) taught in an integrative and overarching way, as it were as a key
qualiﬁcation. They then become part of the traditional and relevant "subjects", i.e.
part of geography, physics, biology, natural history, history, mathematics or social
studies and politics.
The concrete implementation is diﬃcult to quantify. The integrative teaching of
environmental education depends on the ability of teachers to think in a crosscurricular, interdisciplinary way and to methodically design lessons in a
correspondingly holistic way. This includes e.g. discovery learning, reﬂexivity,
curiosity, commitment and democratic structures. In many cases, however, teaching
is still divided into so-called "subjects", just as universities are divided into faculties.
1.3.Diﬀerent responsibilities;
With environmental education and global learning, additional and complementary
demands are placed on schools in Germany. However, these are represented by
diﬀerent responsibilities and ministries. The "fractionation" of political and
bureaucratic responsibilities goes much further, depending on the subject matter with
which "environment" and "sustainability" are associated, such as economics, energy,
agriculture, health or tourism. All of them claim that their important topics are also
covered in class. Therefore, there is often competition for the limited time within
formal education in schools and informal educational oﬀers that come to the schools
or students from outside.
In addition to environmental education, which is now an integral part of schools,
extracurricular institutions, facilities, NGOs and many actors have sought to provide
environmental education since the beginning of the
environmental movement.
Particularly noteworthy are the forest education
institutions.
The forest trains the senses and relates them to the
environment. It is the focus of seeing, feeling,
smelling, hearing and touching. In Berlin alone,
there are about 10 forest schools with this
environmental-ethical concept.
With every step we take, we can learn something
Figure-1.1.3
about ourselves, about animals and plants, about states and societies, about families,
about history and traditions, about cycles and climate.
The special thing about forest schools is that they are not schools in the forest. Here
there is no performance comparison and no curriculum, no recess bells and no
classrooms under oaks and beech trees.
Instead, the forest is understood as a school of life, especially for growing people.
- Further information https://www.berlin.de/forsten/waldbildung/waldschulen-undlehrkabinett/
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2.Analysis of Perceived Environmental Problems according to
environmental ;

Figure-2.1

What are we politicians supposed to do about this climate change?Keep a cool head
In the question of environmental ethics in environmental education, reference has
already been made to the origins of environmental problems. The causes are
manifold. The cartoon above shows it in an impressive way. It is not the politicians
alone, but all of us who bury our heads in the sand, like the ostrich does.
The psychological formula is: 3 D. Delay, Deny, Do nothing.
Behind this are serious misguided actions that are easy to explain from their origins.
subject matter
There is environmental
problem and
There are problems to solve the
problem
-S e l f- i n t e r e s t i n s t e a d o f
common good,
-Convenience
-growth, always the same
- Consumption
-Ignorance
-no compulsion
- no incentives
Figure-1.2
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Some of these environmental problems are the responsibility of each individual. But
a large part is also due to the structure of the economy, society and the general
conditions. Behavioral problems of the individual can perhaps still be solved through
education, training or nudging and good role models. Other problems, on the other
hand, can only be solved with the help of structural, economic, governmental or
technical measures. For example, an economic system that is not geared towards
satisfying the needs of as many people as possible, but rather towards continually
creating new needs and thus earning more and more money, quickly reaches the
limits of environmental sustainability. This is where environmental ethics bumps up
against the limits of economy and the rules of a free market.
The following overview shows the totality of the framework conditions from which,
diﬀerent regulations and measures for the protection of the environment and
environmental education can be taken.
2.1.Environmental education and green management in the dependencies
of a network and framework conditions;
The following activities are of overarching importance. One could say they are
wisdoms of life for
changing disturbing situations, i.e. also
environmental problems.
Ta k e t h e e x a m p l e : A c q u i r i n g
knowledge by yourself. People who
lived near a waste disposal site or a
nuclear waste repository have acquired
knowledge about the possible or actual
damage to humans and nature. They
have acquired knowledge about the
pollutants that are released, about the
incidence of diseases and the course of
Figure-2.1.1
diseases. They have systematically educated themselves and have not relied on
conventional institutions, but have developed "citizen science" projects.
https://www.buergerschaﬀenwissen.de/citizen-science-strategie-2030-fuerdeutschland-launch-und-citizen-science-fest
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3. Ecology and Ecosystem – the basis for systemic thinking;
The terms nature - environment - bio - eco have had a great fascination for years. At
least in name, there are many ecological and organic products and services that are
supposed to contribute to the
preservation of the environment. At
least they sell much better with this
addition. They have a positive
connotation. But what these terms
and expectations mean in the
advertising of products is often
unclear, e.g. when one harmful
product is exchanged for a less
harmful one.
Figure-3.1
In the public's consciousness, nature
conservation has the longest positive anchoring. Nature is simply good, especially in
an urban environment. The early nature conservation organizations were shaped by
the realization that human behavior contrary to nature leads to the destruction of
habitats and the extinction of certain creatures. Nature conservation laws were
created to protect biotic communities and to protect them from destruction, damage
or alteration. Thus, relatively narrowly deﬁned nature conservation areas were
created to allow species to survive. The problem is that these areas are isolated and
not interconnected. Only 1 % of the area of the Federal Republic of Germany is under
nature conservation, while 4-6 % of the area is "sealed" by roads.
Nature conservation was considered too short-sighted by the nature conservation
organizations. Environmental protection was intended to include all measures that
would protect the entirety of the factors threatening the existence of plants, animals
and humans and the inanimate
environment from adverse changes.
Initially, the issue was the harmful
exhaust emissions in the Ruhr area. The
aim was not only to minimize this
damage, but to exclude it from the
outset. One wanted the "blue sky over
Ruhr", as it was called at the time.
One way to take preventive action
would be to introduce the "polluter pays"
principle, which would impose the costs
of environmental damage on those
Figure-3.2-Ecosystem
whose actions caused it. But that would
not be enough. Decisions have to be ecologically oriented, because behaviour and
action have to be brought into harmony with nature without causing any impairment
of the living environment of organisms.
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Today, the discussion on environmental protection is guided by the ﬁndings of
ecologists. Ecology deals with the interrelationships between living organisms and
their environment, because solving environmental problems involves not only
scientiﬁc knowledge (e.g. biology) but also knowledge from economics, technology
and politics. Ecology comes from the Greek root oikos (= house, household). Humans
are in a special situation in a closely interconnected ecosystem. Everything is
connected to everything else. Man, however, is part of the ecosystem and is thus also
subject to the laws of nature. On the other hand, through the training of his intellect,
he is able to intervene beyond his conditionality in nature in a controlling, planning
and also destructive way. If one is willing to align one's actions with ecological
interests, one often encounters resistance, e.g. of a ﬁnancial nature. Independent of
state action, people have set about implementing ecologically oriented action at
various levels, following the ﬁndings of ecology and the ecosystem. Yes, it goes even
further. Humans are even able to derive insights for their own sub-systems in society
from the forest sub-ecosystem - right up to answering the question: What can we
learn from the forest, nature and its system of change (evolution) for the economy
and the management of a company? Or let's take the "city ecosystem". Urban
ecology likes to fall back on the network system of ecology in nature.
3.1.The ecosystem and included evolution as a model for a system of
change;
Man is both a product and a result of
evolution, but through intelligence he also
has the ability to shape or further develop
evolution. Through economic activity he
has the possibility to destroy nature or to
contribute to the preservation of life.
The question was and is not only which
new products and production methods are
needed in view of climate change and
resource problems, but how can
sustainable management, sustainable
organization
of processes and work be
Figure-3.1
designed? From this point of view, it is not
only technical solutions, for example in architecture, statics, lotus eﬀect, the
avoidance of waste, but also organizational problems, such as questions about
recycling "cradle to cradle", centrality or decentralization, about competition and
team building. Nature tries things out and can be wasteful in individual cases.
Cooperation and competition are two antagonisms that can be derived from nature.
On the one hand, competition advances development processes and can lead to
excessive resource consumption, whereas cooperation can combine and optimize
existing characteristics.
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3.2.Economy and Management;
What can we learn from evolution and nature for the sustainable economy, what can
we learn for management, administration and politics? Does nature have anything to
say to humans here at all?
Is nature's functional system really so eﬃcient or is it not also a producer of
abundance? Can we learn something from the consumption of resources and the
utilization of waste or excess? Growth, market, competition are constructs of
economics, procurement, storage, decentralised organisation, human resources,
communication are areas of management, can evolution also be a model for
sustainability in these areas?
We think wrong, we steer wrong, we risk the future of our children, a total rethinking
is demanded, debts cannot be got rid of by debts and "more of the same ultimately
leads to disaster".
3.3.innovations;
When and how does the new come into the world? What ultimately prevails with
success and why? The survival of the ﬁttest? The strongest, the most intelligent?
Principle of chance or systematic research? Nature tries out when there is a crisis,
what leads to success persists. Sustainable
innovations also aim at coping with the future.
Who says that development is a good thing at all?
Example: the fourth revolution, or energy autonomy.
Example: Otto Lilienthal and the discovery of the
aerodynamic principle.
Example: the distribution of roles between the sexes.
3.4.Change Management;
What triggers processes of change in nature? What
Figure-3.3
guidelines does nature oﬀer for a successful paradigm shift in the social-ecological
conﬂict of interests? Is it true that nature reacts to external constraints (loss of the
food base or pressure from persecution)? Management, on the other hand, proceeds
according to plan. The guiding principles for sustainable processes are participation
and the requirement for democracy.
Whether the failure or mismanagement of individual elites in business and politics
can be attributed to individual lack of competence, or whether subsystems or even
the system as a whole (e.g. ﬁnancial system, automobile industry) have reached their
limits, was lively discussed.
Don't ﬁght debts with new debts, don't ﬂee from responsibility, and certainly don't
reward mismanagement!"
Evolution is reassuring there. There is no need to be frightened: a company, an
industry, a region, an economic or political system that does not adapt in time to
changing environmental and living conditions will, freely according to Darwin,
disappear in favor of higher-quality and more adaptable organizations. Because: The
more things change, the more they remain the same.
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3.5.Learning;
Can evolution and design in nature also be understood as a learning process? What
comparisons can be drawn with human learning? On the one hand, humans have the
ability to appropriate globally available cultural goods, on the other hand, they ﬁnd
themselves in a contradiction between what we call the knowing-doing gap or
cognitive dissonance. Everyone is talking about renaturalising sealed surfaces or
canalized rivers, for example, but don't we also need a renaturalization of
consciousness? With digitalisation, are we now ready to initiate a denaturalization of
consciousness?
3.6.Development cooperation;
What can we learn from evolutionary history when we think about the unequal
distribution of life chances in the world of 7 billion people. What kind of nature allows
21,000 children under the age of 5 to die every
day due to malnutrition or lack of health care
and 1.2 billion people to live in absolute poverty
(less than 1 dollar per day)? What adaptive
capacities does nature have to oﬀer and what
should the development policy of governments
look like?
Survival of the ﬁttest? Solidarity as a moral
principle or economic self-interest, e.g.
Figure-3.6.1
securing power and markets or preventing
migration? Humanity already has enough food for 14 billion people, so hunger and
poverty are essentially related to low or unequal purchasing power.
Nature knows no good or evil, but only works or does not work. There are two basic
driving patterns: securing oﬀspring and securing food. We can learn something
about the behavior of complex systems by understanding natural development
processes (evolutionary ones are part of this) - nature tells us nothing about how to
apply this knowledge. Only in humans has nature produced something like a rational
understanding paired with an ethical claim.
Speciﬁcally: it is man who has produced a situation in which a minority lives in
abundance and a majority can only just live this way or not even that any more. The
reasons are economic and can only be eliminated at this level.
There is no doubt that the earth is currently able to feed 7 billion people and more,
but here the question now would be (and here we have to use our knowledge of
nature) whether this can work without long-term destruction - and if so, how.
Many developments in "green" genetic engineering, for example, serve to maximize
proﬁts rather than to sustainably feed the population. Evolution can show us that
replacing diversity with monocultures is a bad idea. In the short term this may bring
higher yields, but in the long term such crops are vulnerable to pests, diseases and
climate change. Preserving and locally using existing intact ecosystems is a more
sustainable strategy.
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The Green Economy;
Key deﬁnitions and principles; The green economy is deﬁned as an economy that aims
at reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities, and that aims for
sustainable development without degrading the environment.
*an energy infrastructure with zero carbon emissions that is powered 100 percent by
renewable energy
*the water, waste and wastewater infrastructure
is based on long term sustainability
*The preservation and protection of the
world's ecosystems, biological diversity and
forests in partnership with indigenous peoples
*sustained and successful adaption to climate
change at a local, regional and global level.
A green economy rigorously applies the triple
bottom line of people, planet and proﬁts
Figure-3.6.2
across all corporations at the microeconomic
level and throughout the entire economy at the macroeconomic.
Let us look again at the ecosystem as a holistic, interconnected system. Then it
certainly takes us further if we understand the organizations that surround us as
holistic systems that need to be holistically and systemically sustainable if they are to
succeed.
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4.Environmental activities where people use ﬁnancial support or material
pressure to help prevent or solve environmental problems;
The question of whether and how environmental activities are carried out must be
seen in a wider market and ﬁnancial context. Prevailing economic practice and
doctrine has a tendency to externalize costs, e.g. to transfer costs for keeping air and
water clean during production to society, i.e. to impose them on the taxpayer. If, on
the other hand, the state imposes environmental regulations that are associated with
costs, the question arises as to whether these costs can be ﬁnanced through prices.
The price, and thus the ﬁnancing, therefore plays a decisive role. Environmentally
friendly products are often more expensive because attention was paid to durability
and longevity and to the social compatibility of labor costs. Disposable products with
signiﬁcant social follow-up costs are often cheaper. Often, the disposal of these
products is transferred to the general public and is therefore not included in the price.
If environmentally friendly products or services are more expensive, they are harder
to sell; they require an environmentally conscious and at the same time ﬁnancially
strong group of buyers who have internalized environmental ethics in their lifestyle
(so-called LOHAS groups, Lifestyle on Health and Sustainability, in Germany about 20
- 25 % of the population).
Environmental activities often aim at a radical renewal with social and technical
innovations, partly they are ﬁrst beginnings, so-called "pioneers".
These pioneers need ﬁnancial support.
Examples
Activities for the area of "New Economy of Sharing and Exchange
The Sustainable BiblioboXX developed by INBAK
is an environmental education project with a civil society orientation.
Start-up funding was provided by government or private funding.
https://www.buecherboxx.com/
Neighbourly sharing and swapping and creating social cohesion. This requires an
internet platform with a functioning process so that people can meet and oﬀer items
for donation or lend tools, for example. This platform is free of charge, but depends on
donations or has to be ﬁnanced otherwise.
https://nebenan.de/feed
One of the largest project promoters in Germany is the Deutsche Bundesstiftung
Umwelt (German Federal Environmental Foundation).
https://www.dbu.de/#
Selected projects:
https://www.dbu.de/2430.html
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A second-hand shop "NochMall
https://www.nochmall.de/
Second-hand items brought by citizens to the recycling yards of the Berliner
Stadtreinigung (BSR) are refurbished and repaired and sold cheaply in this
department stores'. NochMall is a pilot project and is co-ﬁnanced by the parent
company of BSR.
Plastic is returned to the recycling loop. In this case it is a surfboard
http://merijaan.de/de/
House of Materialisation
https://hausderstatistik.org/hdm/
The HdM is an umbrella for initiatives around an ecological material economy. Repair
café, food distributor, workshops for self-help and project work, cargo bike rental,
used material market and lending shop all come together here.
5.Environmental activities that individuals or groups call on others to help
prevent or solve environmental problems;
The craft sector, with its variety of mostly medium-sized craft enterprises, is a group
within the economy with a traditionally pronounced self-image of "sustainable
development". The master craftsman is a born sustainability agent, so to speak,
because he combines a range of services with the solution of environmental
problems. At the same time, the craft sector is concerned with preventing
environmental problems from arising in the ﬁrst place. The arguments that
distinguish the skilled crafts accordingly are summarized in the following overview.
Training in the skilled crafts is
based on the triad: apprentice,
journeyman, master. In order to
run a craft enterprise, one
usually needs the craft-speciﬁc
qualiﬁcation of a "master
craftsman". This is regulated by
law.
Because of the short distances,
customer orientation, interest in
quality and longevity, there is a
greater interest in
environmentally friendly
Figure-5
maintenance, care and repair.
People who have manufactured and maintained something themselves are quicker to
recognize the possibilities of repairing an appliance.
That is why the buzzwords in this sector of the economy are: repair, re-use, recycling.
https://www.hwk-berlin.de/artikel/nachhaltigkeit-91,233,240.html
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Repair Café
In the last 20 years, civil society initiatives for the repair of everyday objects have
been formed. These are self-help workshops (Repair-Café), where objects brought
along are repaired over coﬀee and cake and a repair expert.
The aim is to do something useful and at the same time to counteract the consumer
and throwaway society. What is initially personal and social then becomes political
when people start talking about irreparability, built-in obsolescence, the lack of spare
parts.
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Repair-Caf%C3%A9
Street library
The Sustainable Book BoXX developed by INBAK is a vocational, civic and cultural
project of sharing and exchanging books. Vocational students convert old telephone
boxes into freely accessible libraries Several trades are involved. Swap, share, give,
bring a book, take a book, read a book. This principle has proved very successful and
can be seen as a lead to a new economy of sharing (share economy).
https://www.buecherboxx.com/
Social department stores'
Furniture, textiles, household appliances, crockery, toys. Many used items are
disposed of and not reused. Social department stores or second-hand department
stores are diﬀerent. Here, items that were actually destined to be scrapped are
refurbished, repaired and oﬀered for further use.
https://www.nochmall.de
6.The Impact of global Change and global learning on human health,
infectious diseases;
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) are a political objective of the United
Nations - until 2030. On a global scale, they are intended to ensure sustainable
development. Social, ecological and economic concerns are included here. Above all,
it is about ﬁghting poverty and hunger, diseases and discrimination against women
and girls. Important for this are clean water and sanitation, clean energy and equal
education. These are the elementary prerequisites for the health of all people.

Figure-6.1
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Figure-6.2;Sustainable Development GOALS

What is fair trade coﬀee? What is the Oeko-Tex Standard or what does the
FSC seal of approval for the timber industry? The Iphone tells us: made in Japan.
Long gone are the days of the Vito BL camera from Voigtländer in Braunschweig.
Apples come from South Africa, tomatoes from Ecuador, footballs from Pakistan,
pepper from India, headrests for cars from the Amazon. Machinery exports from
Germany pile up in container ports in Hamburg, Shanghai and soon in Dubai. The
global exchange of goods, information, services, division of labor and migration,
demographic change are increasingly determining society and people's everyday
reality. They determine all areas of life, politics, culture and the economy, all
employees and thus also vocational education and training. The challenge is: learning
to shape globalization!
Modern transport technology is reducing transport costs, and digital communication
is accelerating the transmission times of information.
digital communication speeds up the transmission of information. Labor,
raw materials, semiﬁnished and ﬁnished products and services can be purchased or
used where they achieve the greatest rationalization eﬀects. The export of intelligent
environmental technology can create jobs in Germany, and in countries of the South,
the focus can be on clean production and resource eﬃciency from the outset.
However, the negative eﬀects of globalization are also unmistakable. Among the
environmental damage caused in the industrialized countries of the North by climate
change, the South of the world suﬀers the most through drought, storms and ﬂoods.
More and more, however, extreme weather conditions are also arriving in the North,
heavy rain with ﬂooding. The gap between rich and poor is widening, land evictions
remain on the agenda, prices for maize meal in Mexico are rising due to massive
demand for maize for the production of bioethanol.
Twenty percent of the world's population in the countries of the North consume 80 %
of the world's resources, but have to bear only 20 % of the environmental burden. In
the Third World, it is exactly the opposite. There, 1 billion people live in extreme
poverty, without access to clean drinking water and sanitation. 115 million children
have no access to primary school, so they cannot read and write.
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6.1.Why is global and intercultural learning part of vocational education
and training?
Many professional and private activities are directly confronted with the eﬀects of
globalization. From nursery school education to the professions in the health care,
from trade and the hotel industry to information technology.
At the same time, multinational corporations (global players) are taking responsibility
for socially just, environmentally friendly and eﬃcient economic development in the
world.
On the initiative of the UN, the "Global Compact" is a self-committed agreement to
which agreement, in which several thousand companies and organizations now
participate.
The goals include:
Respect human rights, allow trade union activities, no forced labor and forced labor
and child labor, no discrimination in occupation and employment, no environmental
hazards and no corruption. If companies are measured against these goals, then
these goals also belong in education and vocational training.
Other examples of corporate commitment to positive global development include
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).Development are, for example, the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI), in which more than 1100 companies (SMEs) participate in,
for example by publishing their sustainability reports of their companies, including the
supply chain.
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is a widespread management concept that
goes beyond economic responsibility. That goes beyond economic responsibility to
include ethical responsibility for society and dialogue with stakeholders.
Individual companies conclude company agreements with the works councils on the
compliance with environmental and social standards worldwide (Faber Castell), and
home improvement stores construction markets are guided by the Timber Seal of
Approval (FSC) or Ritter Sport sources organic cocoa from Nicaragua.
It is obviously very important for companies to participate in voluntary agreements of
this kind. However, they are still in the minority.
Professional action and consumer action at all levels will soon only be conceivable on
a global and intercultural scale. In this respect, it makes sense, not least for reasons of
long-term employability, to understand aspects of globalization as part of sustainable
development and to provide for the acquisition of corresponding competences at an
early stage in vocational education and training.
This applies to the shop assistant in the department stores' who should know
something about the "ecological rucksack" and the virtual water consumption of the
T-shirt, as well as to the mechatronics engineer who assembles and maintains wind
turbines in China.
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6.2.Global development in initial and continuing vocational education
and training;
The integration of global development learning into initial and continuing vocational
(global learning) has so far been poorly diﬀerentiated in preambles and general
preambles and general vocational training positions and can only be found
sporadically in training regulations.
For the educational mandate of the vocational school, for example, it generally
applies that it is "for the educational mandate of the vocational school, for example, is
generally that it "should enable people to fulﬁl their tasks at work and to help shape
the world of work and society in an ecologically and socially responsible manner". In
general and vocational education, the vocational school should address the core
problems of the time, e.g. "peaceful coexistence of people, nations and cultures while
preserving cultural identity, maintaining the natural basis of life and guaranteeing
human rights".
In the training regulations, there are isolated subject-related points of reference,
e.g. in tourism occupations, hotel and catering occupations, wholesale and retail,
health and personal care occupations, where the ability to provide "culturally sensitive
care and support" plays a major role.
Three central, overarching educational tasks are formulated with consequences for
with regard to the teaching methods:
- Promotion of individual learning and development of self-direction and selforganization
- Shifting the focus from knowledge transfer to personal competences
- Inclusion of learning outside of the classroom and the traditional learning places,
promotion of informal learning.
A variety of concrete references to professional activities as well as to one's own
life plans and coping with everyday life. Intercultural communication is one of the
most important competences for shaping global challenges. The change of
perspective, the exchange with foreign cultures is seen as the basis for creative
further developments. Learning languages and spending parts of the education
abroad can be part of this. New experiences with culturally conditioned traditions,
values and behavioral patterns are highly relevant and certainly belong to it.
6.3.Designing materials and examples of the implementation of the
learning area of globalization in vocational education and training;
Background: Development policy goals
Approaches to "Global Learning" have their origins in development education within
the framework of the Third World/One World movement, especially starting from the
commitment of non-governmental organisations. A compilation of the diverse
activities with insights into the conceptual considerations, with practical examples
and lists of links is provided in the Yearbook on Global Learning of the Association of
German Development Non-Governmental Organisations (VENRO):
https://venro.org/publikationen/detail/jahrbuch-globales-lernen-2014.
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It should not come as a surprise or even a shock that Global Learning has a high
political proﬁle and is "partisan" and sees itself as part of a global normative rhetoric
and programme aimed at changing social ills. The Federal Ministry for Economic
Cooperation and Development is responsible for driving and promoting this
movement.
In contrast, the "normative charge" is less important for a broader acceptance in
vocational education and training than the concrete linkage with work and business
processes and vocational activities.Business processes and vocational activities - with
the long-term goal of improving the employability of young people.
Under the label "sustainable ﬁlm view", various examples of audiovisual
communication, AV spots, radio spots etc. have been developed, mostly together with
pupils and students within the framework of projects. They contain, among other
things, spots on the topic of globalization with a length of between 40 and 90 seconds
and are suitable as a striking lead-in to enrich education. Without raising a didactic
index ﬁnger, they are thought-provoking and lively. Example: The seesaw. Children
teeter hoc and down. A bigger boy sits on one side and leaves a girl "starving" on top.
The solution to the problem comes from a girl who ﬂips the lever in the middle,
causing the seesaw to turn in circles from then on.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BsIJhR23AE&index=15&list=PL_nyiqtWEvPbf3t_6nw9jLRbeZnMG5Em
Also at: www.kmgne.de
https://www.globaleslernen.de/de/bildungsmaterialien/multimedia-angebote-fuerglobales-lernen/ﬁlmedvds-mit-begleitmaterial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhCsd2BRhI8
Materials for vocational training
The Development Education and Information Centre Berlin (Epiz) has developed and
tested didactic materials for various vocational education and for various vocational
training areas, including wood, ﬂowers, education and health. The popular topic of
football is used as an example to illustrate the labor and social standards of the
sporting goods industry.
All in all, these materials with their technical information and didactic instructions,
these materials are primarily intended for vocational or seminar-based
implementation. For the in-company side of vocational training they nevertheless
oﬀer a wealth of technical and methodological suggestions. On the subject of wood,
for example, the properties of woods and alternatives from domestic cultivation are
presented as well as the functions of the forest, sustainable forest use and the
signiﬁcance of the certiﬁcation of forests and woods (e.g. FSC = Forest Stewardship
Council). The materials can be ordered directly from Epiz in booklet form.
or can also be processed on the learning platform www.epiz-berlin.de/moodle.
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Intercultural Training in Gastronomy Education
Within the framework of a project - Living and Working in Diversity - a seminar and
training guideline was developed that takes into account the cultural diversity within
the training and the workforce.
Training and the workforce as well as to customers with their speciﬁc cultural
characteristics. From the analysis of the trainees' personal strengths with their
intercultural competences in heterogeneous groups to intercultural communication,
on the topic of food and religion, training modules and various methods are compiled
that can be ﬂexibly used by which can be used ﬂexibly by almost all training
companies after a short preparation.
(www.kiezkuechen.de).
Vocational ﬁeld metal - Chat of the worlds
For the vocational ﬁeld of metal, materials have been developed that are based on
both the curricula as well as the learning area "Global Development". Among other
things, the origin and production of coolants and lubricants are dealt with, taking
lubricants, taking into account environmental and social standards. The materials are
made available on a learning platform in separate rooms for the teaching and The
materials are oﬀered on a learning platform in separate rooms for teaching and
training staﬀ as well as for trainees and pupils. required.
https://www.engagement-global.de/chat-der-welten.html
Young and old for one world
In this intergenerational project of the Hans-Böckler-Schule in Berlin, aspects of
global change and democratic development are dealt with. Pupils,
8 trainees from metalworking professions and senior citizens collected tools and
machines for metal and textile processing. Equipment for 30 apprenticeships and 200
sewing machines were collected and shipped to Freetown Searra Leone. Trainees
went there to help set up the equipment. With the help of a newly established
communication structure, parts of the lessons are being jointly designed and other
training projects on renewable energy and transport are also being carried out. A
truck is being converted into a "rolling workshop" for metal and woodworking and
sanitary facilities and will also be taken to Sierra Leone.
Wheelchairs for Namibia
At the vocational school for metal technology in Bremen, the prototype for one of a
total of for construction mechanics, the prototype for one of 15 wheelchairs was
developed and wheelchairs was developed and manufactured. Due to a connection to
the association praktische Solidarität von Volk zu Volk e.V., it became known that
these wheelchairs were urgently needed in Namibia. In the production department of
the vocational school, it was possible to create a holistic, interdisciplinary learning
organization that included global learning, which was very close to the reality in the
company for the technical education. The work in a socially useful project that
included technical theory, technical drawing, computer science and technical practice
as well as culture and ways of life in Namibia was a great learning event for all
participants.
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Living together - three-day seminar for trainees at Post AG
A globally active company with people from a wide variety of countries and cultures is
is dependent on tolerance and togetherness. The seminars for trainees held
nationwide at Deutsche Post are generally about promoting the personality of each
individual employee and raising awareness of the issues of discrimination, racism,
xenophobia and violence. One learns to see the country of origin of other trainees and
employees through diﬀerent eyes.
7.Global business requires global responsibility - in training at Otto.
An ecological cotton water rucksack of 10,000 litres weighs heavily on the T-shirt. All
trainees at Otto are systematically familiarized with issues of global environmental
environmental protection, ﬁrst in a 1-day compulsory seminar, then in the individual
then at ﬁrst hand in the individual work areas. When importing goods from all over the
goods from all over the world to ensure that the rules of sustainable management are
observed. Suppliers who use child labor or whose production is polluting production
do not correspond to Otto's corporate principles. With this quasi integrated
philosophy and professionalism are made familiar to the trainees of all professions at
Otto.
A sunny idea - Freilassing solar project
In specialised classes for industrial mechanics and toolmakers, solar cookers and
other useful solar cookers, solar lamps and other useful objects. They were sent to
developing countries, to Tanzania and Uganda, later also toBrazil. At the same time,
concepts for the distribution of solar lamps to poor sections of the population and to
train the workshop staﬀ. The aim of the project was to design and manufacture tools
and equipment and to set up a total of 12 workshops in which the eﬃcient small-scale
production of solar lamps and solar cookers could be started locally. In a short time,
more than 4,500 lamps could be distributed to the poor population, partly with the
help of an ingenious rental system. Trainees have ﬂown to Tanzania several times for
work assignments and cultural exchange.
www.solarprojekt-freilassing.de One Example from handbook of Epiz Berlin:
www.epiz-berlin.de

Figure-7.1
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8.Five Ways to Develop “Ecoliteracy;
Ecoliteracy is founded on a new integration of emotional, social, and ecological
intelligence—forms of
intelligence popularized by Daniel
Goleman. While social and
emotional intelligence extend
students’ abilities to see from
another’s perspective,
empathize, and show concern,
ecological intelligence applies
these capacities to an
understanding of natural systems
and melds cognitive skills with
Figure-8
empathy for all of life. By weaving
these forms of intelligence together, ecoliteracy builds on the successes—from
reduced behavioral problems to increased academic achievement—of the movement
in education to foster social and emotional learning. And it cultivates the knowledge,
empathy, and action required for practicing sustainable living.
To help educators foster socially and emotionally engaged ecoliteracy, we have
identiﬁed the following ﬁve practices. These are, of course, not the only ways to do so.
But we believe that educators who cultivate these practices oﬀer a strong foundation
for becoming ecoliterate, helping themselves and their students build healthier
relationships with other people and the planet. Each can be nurtured in ageappropriate ways for students, ranging from pre-kindergarten through adulthood,
and help promote the cognitive and aﬀective abilities central to the integration of
emotional, social, and ecological intelligence.
8.1.Develop empathy for all forms of life
At a basic level, all organisms—including humans—need food, water, space, and
conditions that support dynamic equilibrium to survive. By recognizing the common
needs we share with all organisms, we can begin to shift our perspective from a view
of humans as separate and superior to a more authentic view of humans as members
of the natural world. From that perspective, we can expand our circles of empathy to
consider the quality of life of other life forms, feel genuine concern about their wellbeing, and act on that concern.
Most young children exhibit care and compassion toward other living beings. This
is one of several indicators that human brains are wired to feel empathy and concern
for other living things. Teachers can nurture this capacity to care by creating class
lessons that emphasize the important roles that plants and animals play in sustaining
the web of life. Empathy also can be developed through direct contact with other
living things, such as by keeping live plants and animals in the classroom; taking ﬁeld
trips to nature areas, zoos, botanical gardens, and animal rescue centers; and
involving students in ﬁeld projects such as habitat restoration.
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Another way teachers can help develop empathy for other forms of life is by studying
indigenous cultures. From early Australian Aboriginal culture to the Gwich’in First
Nation in the Arctic Circle, traditional societies have viewed themselves as intimately
connected to plants, animals, the land, and the cycles of life. This worldview of
interdependence guides daily living and has helped these societies survive, frequently
in delicate ecosystems, for thousands of years. By focusing on their relationship with
their surroundings, students learn how a society lives when it values other forms of
life.
8.2.Embrace sustainability as a community practice
Organisms do not survive in isolation. Instead, the web of relationships within any
living community determines its collective ability to survive and thrive. By learning
about the wondrous ways that plants, animals, and other living things are
interdependent, students are inspired to consider the role of interconnectedness
within their communities and see the value in strengthening those relationships by
thinking and acting cooperatively.
The notion of sustainability as a community practice, however, embodies some
characteristics that fall outside most schools’ deﬁnitions of themselves as a “community,” yet these elements are essential to building ecoliteracy. For example, by
examining how their community provisions itself—from school food to energy
use—students can contemplate whether their everyday practices value the common
good.
Other students might follow the approach taken by a group of high school students
in New Orleans known as the “Rethinkers,” who gathered data about the sources of
their energy and the amount they used and then surveyed their peers by asking, “How
might we change the way we use energy so that we are more resilient and reduce the
negative impacts on people, other living beings, and the planet?” As the Rethinkers
have shown, these projects can give students the opportunity to start building a
community that values diverse perspectives, the common good, a strong network of
relationships, and resiliency.
8.3.Make the invisible visible
Historically—and for some cultures still in existence today—the path between a
decision and its consequences was short and visible. If a homesteading family cleared
their land of trees, for example, they might soon experience ﬂooding, soil erosion, a
lack of shade, and a huge decrease in biodiversity.
But the global economy has created blinders that shield many of us from
experiencing the far-reaching implications of our actions. As we have increased our
use of fossil fuels, for instance, it has been diﬃcult (and remains diﬃcult for many
people) to believe that we are disrupting something on the magnitude of the Earth’s
climate. Although some places on the planet are beginning to see evidence of climate
change, most of us experience no changes. We may notice unusual weather, but daily
weather is not the same as climate disruption over time.
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If we strive to develop ways of living that are more life-aﬃrming, we must ﬁnd ways
to make visible the things that seem invisible.
Educators can help through a number of strategies. They can use phenomenal webbased tools, such as Google Earth, to enable students to “travel” virtually and view the
landscape in other regions and countries. They can also introduce students to
technological applications such as GoodGuide and Fooducate, which cull from a great
deal of research and “package” it in easy-to-understand formats that reveal the
impact of certain household products on our health, the environment, and social
justice. Through social networking websites, students can also communicate directly
with citizens of distant areas and learn ﬁrsthand what the others are experiencing that
is invisible to most students. Finally, in some cases, teachers can organize ﬁeld trips to
directly observe places that have been quietly devastated as part of the system that
provides most of us with energy.
8.4. Anticipate unintended consequences
Many of the environmental crises that we face today are the unintended
consequences of human behavior. For example, we have experienced many
unintended but grave consequences of developing the technological ability to access,
produce, and use fossil fuels. These new technological capacities have been largely
viewed as progress for our society. Only recently has the public become aware of the
downsides of our dependency on fossil fuels, such as pollution, suburban sprawl,
international conﬂicts, and climate change.
Teachers can teach students a couple of noteworthy strategies for anticipating
unintended consequences. One strategy—the precautionary principle—can be boiled
down to this basic message: When an activity threatens to have a damaging impact
on the environment or human health, precautionary actions should be taken
regardless of whether a cause-and-eﬀect relationship has been scientiﬁcally
conﬁrmed. Historically, to impose restrictions on new products, technologies, or
practices, the people concerned about possible negative impacts were expected to
prove scientiﬁcally that harm would result from them. By contrast, the precautionary
principle (which is now in eﬀect in many countries and in some places in the United
States) places the burden of proof on the producers to demonstrate harmlessness
and accept responsibility should harm occur.
Another strategy is to shift from analyzing a problem by reducing it to its isolated
components, to adopting a systems thinking perspective that examines the
connections and relationships among the various components of the problem.
Students who can apply systems thinking are usually better at predicting possible
consequences of a seemingly small change to one part of the system that can
potentially aﬀect the entire system. One easy method for looking at a problem
systemically is by mapping it and all of its components and interconnections. It is then
easier to grasp the complexity of our decisions and foresee possible implications.
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Finally, no matter how adept we are at applying the precautionary principle and
systems thinking, we will still encounter unanticipated consequences of our actions.
Building resiliency—for example, by moving away from mono-crop agriculture or by
creating local, less centralized food systems or energy networks—is another
important strategy for survival in these circumstances. We can turn to nature and
ﬁnd that the capacity of natural communities to rebound from unintended
consequences is vital to survival.
8.5. Understand how nature sustains life
Ecoliterate people recognize that nature has sustained life for eons; as a result, they
have turned to nature as their teacher and learned several crucial tenets. Three of
those tenets are particularly imperative to ecoliterate living.
First of all, ecoliterate people have learned from nature
that all living organisms are members of a complex,
interconnected web of life and that those members
inhabiting a particular place depend upon their
interconnectedness for survival. Teachers can foster an
understanding of the diverse web of relationships within a
location by having students study that location as a
system.
Second, ecoliterate people tend to be more aware that
systems exist on various levels of scale. In nature,
organisms are members of systems nested within other
systems, from the micro-level to the macro-level. Each
level supports the others to sustain life. When students
begin to understand the intricate interplay of relationships that sustain an ecosystem, they can better
Figure-8.5
appreciate the implications for survival that even a small disturbance may have, or the
importance of strengthening relationships that help a system respond to
disturbances.
Finally, ecoliterate people collectively practice a way of life that fulﬁlls the needs of
the present generation while simultaneously supporting nature’s inherent ability to
sustain life into the future. They have learned from nature that members of a healthy
ecosystem do not abuse the resources they need in order to survive. They have also
learned from nature to take only what they need and to adjust their behavior in times
of boom or bust. This requires that students learn to take a long view when making
decisions about how to live.
These ﬁve practices, developed by the Berkeley-based Center for Ecoliteracy, oﬀer
guideposts to exciting, meaningful, and deeply relevant education that builds on
social and emotional learning skills. They can also plant the seeds for a positive
relationship with the natural world that can sustain a young person’s interest and
involvement for a lifetime.
Reference;
https://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/ﬁve_ways_to_develop_ecoliteracy
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9.Orientation in Environmental Literacy;
Knowledge on the opportunities of greening business processes..
1-Reduction of environmental
impact;
+Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning and its controls.
+Carbon savings (energy
management)
+Lighting and its controls
+Reduction of water consumption
+Monitoring and targeting
+Green products (purchase green
cleaning
supplies; utilize green packaging
Figure-9
policies and
techniques; green oﬃce equipment)
Minimisation of waste
-Eliminate or reduce
-Re-use
-Recycle
-Disposal
2-Greening the business processes,
products and services
-Green products…
1-have increased energy eﬃciency and/or use
renewable energy
2-have lower levels of embodied carbon (less energy is needed to produce)
3- have a positive environmental eﬀect
4- are produced from less hazardous materials
5-are more easily recyclable or are made of recyclable materials
-Green services…
1-oﬀer diﬀerentiated services from standard options
2-mostly add value to the service, therefore customers are willing to pay more
3-are for example: green holidays using low-carbon travel and accommodation; local
food (with minimal packaging); using water-based ink and recycled paper;
fashion with a sustainable supply chain; recycling services
4- improvements must be genuine, relative to the marketplace
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www.kmgne.de
https://www.globaleslernen.de/de/bildungsmaterialien/multimedia-angebote-fuerglobales-lernen/ﬁlmedvds-mit-begleitmaterial
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhCsd2BRhI8
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Free vector..https://all-free-download.com/free-vector/)
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“Green Thinking Entrepreneur Youth"

https://greenthinkingproject.eu/
Note: This work is not a commercial or academic study. It has been prepared for
information purposes only in order to raise awareness about the environment and
climate issues, which are the content of the project. And it's also available for free.
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